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This data dictionary describes High Volume FHV trip data. Each row represents a single trip in an FHV
dispatched by one of NYC’s licensed High Volume FHV bases. On August 14, 2018, Mayor de Blasio
signed Local Law 149 of 2018, creating a new license category for TLC-licensed FHV businesses that
currently dispatch or plan to dispatch more than 10,000 FHV trips in New York City per day under a
single brand, trade, or operating name, referred to as High-Volume For-Hire Services (HVFHS). This law
went into effect on Feb 1, 2019.
For a dictionary describing yellow and green taxi data, or a map of the TLC Taxi Zones, please visit
http://www.nyc.gov/html/tlc/html/about/trip_record_data.shtml.
Field Name
Hvfhs_license_num

Description
The TLC license number of the HVFHS base or business
As of September 2019, the HVFHS licensees are the following:
•
•
•
•

Dispatching_base_num
Pickup_datetime
DropOff_datetime
PULocationID
DOLocationID
SR_Flag

HV0002: Juno
HV0003: Uber
HV0004: Via
HV0005: Lyft

The TLC Base License Number of the base that dispatched the trip
The date and time of the trip pick-up
The date and time of the trip drop-off
TLC Taxi Zone in which the trip began
TLC Taxi Zone in which the trip ended
Indicates if the trip was a part of a shared ride chain offered by a
High Volume FHV company (e.g. Uber Pool, Lyft Line). For shared
trips, the value is 1. For non-shared rides, this field is null.
NOTE: For most High Volume FHV companies, only shared rides that
were requested AND matched to another shared-ride request over
the course of the journey are flagged. However, Lyft
(hvfhs_license_num=’HV0005’) also flags rides for which a shared
ride was requested but another passenger was not successfully
matched to share the trip—therefore, trips records with SR_Flag=1
from those two bases could indicate EITHER a trip in a shared trip
chain OR a trip for which a shared ride was requested but never
matched. Users should anticipate an overcount of successfully
shared trips completed by Lyft.
Note also that Juno does not offer shared trips at this time.

